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Exhibition Hall Issue 20

 Comments?
JourneyPlanet@Gmail.com

 I’ve been dreading this issue for ages. 
It’s the one that celebrates the Parasol Pro-
tectorate books as the series comes to an end. 
It makes me sad. I love Alexia, and as far as 
I’ve heard from the lovely Miss Gail Carriger, 
there ain’t gonna be no more, no more. I’ve 
never been a fan of endless series, save for 
Carrie Vaughn’s Kitty novels, but I fell in love 
with Alexia (actually, more with Ivy, but that’s 
neither here nor there!) and never wanted her 
to go away. 
 Sigh.
 Sadly, I’ve not managed to be very Ste-
ampunky lately. We’re attending Steamcon 
this year, which will be a good time, as al-
ways. I’m also hoping that there’ll be some 
Steampunk programming for me to be on at 
WorldCon. I’m training to WorldCon, 51 hours 
on a train for my first trip into Chicago. I’m 
hoping that it’ll be another wonderful con like 
last year’s in Reno. Of course, I don’t expect 
to be winning another Hugo, it’s Steven H Sil-
ver’s year in Chi-town, but even without that 
I had an amazing time. James & I managed 4 
nominations, which is awesome1
 I’ll be the Fan Guest of honor in To-
ronto for SFContario in November, then again 
in Kansas City next Memorial Day for Con-
QuesT! I’m psyched! We’re driving out to KC 
and have some Steampunk-y plans for the 
trip!
 Reading has continued at a pace that is 
much greater than I expected. Getting books 
to review is difficult if it’s just you. I’ve tried to 
keep up, but I’ve started to farm out reviews 
to folks. Always difficult. I do love the books 
I’ve been getting. Some are impressive beyond 
all reason! I’m happy to be able to provide a 
new book review here!
 So, there may not have been an  April 
issue, and maybe not one until mid-to-late 

June. Why, you ask, completely forgetting 
about the year in which there was only one 
EH. Well, the next one’s a theme issue. The 
theme: Jack the Ripper. 
 Yes, I know, it’s been done, but JtR has 
been a fascination of mine for more than 30 
yeas, and the 1989 special hosted by Peter 
Ustinof is on Hulu and I’ve watched it three 
times and it got me on the path again. Got 
any Ripper stuff? I’d love to run it!
 OK, and now, Gail Carriger’s master-
fully done Parasol Protectorate novels, a look 
at Robert Rankin, a look at Dave Freer’s up-
coming Cuttlefish, and more!  



Voxhaul & I
Let’s start with one of the editors of the 
fantastic zine Chunga (http://efanzines.
com/Chunga/index.html) Mr. Andy Hooper

Dear Chris, James, et al,
  It’s about 1:00 in the morning. I’m idly 
scrolling through zines published in the last 
few months, looking for something to sustain 
my recent compulsive letter-writing outburst. 
This will be the fourth letter of the year, so I’m 
looking for something of a manageable size 
to respond to, so I can finish my comments 
before I pass out.
  Exhibit Hall, like Steampunk itself, is 
conceptually fascinating; Rather gosh-wow 
appreciation and review of Neo-Victorian fan-
tasy, disseminated principally through the 
Web, with a kind of breathless enthusiasm 
that somehow echoes the style of a real dime 
novel. And issue #19 is what, 9 pages long? 
I have to be able to stay awake that long, 
right?
  I believe I have occasionally dreamed 
of being allowed to edit Mike Resnick, and I 
suspect Mike Perschon may have the same 
fantasy. The Buntline Special suffers from an 
incredible proliferation of famous characters, 
a hazard toward which alternate history and 
Steampunk naturally drift. No one calls this 
Phil Farmer’s Syndrome, but they might. The 
“horizon of expectation”, is a fun and indis-
putably fancy shorthand for the preconcep-
tions we bring to our reading, and One hopes 
that a genuinely inventive writer will always 
challenge the readers’ assumptions, while 
a lazy or pandering author generally tries 
to meet those expectations. Every historical 
character that appears in a story carries a set 
of expectations based on the reader’s prior 

knowledge, removing much of the necessity 
of actually creating anything original.
  Your own review of the novel illustrates 
this perfectly. You note sundry dissatisfac-
tions with the fantastic elements of the plot, 
but then launch into an extended apprecia-
tion of people and events associated with the 
real Tombstone, Arizona. (You really ought to 
take a trip down there, by the way. Although 
Tombstone itself does rather feel like some-
thing kept in a bell jar, you can walk a few 
yards toward the edge of town and immedi-
ately feel the open emptiness of the moun-
tains and desert stretched out in front of you. 
It’s hardly any effort at all to put yourself 
in the 1880s.) If you’ve done all the reading 
you cite, you certainly know that referring 
to Wyatt Earp and John Henry Holliday as 
“lawmen” is a bit like calling Michael Jack-
son a llama-rancher. Wyatt was a gambler, a 
pimp, a less-than-competent boxing referee 
and sometimes a goon for hire. For his part, 
Holliday could add 19th Century dentistry to 
his list of excesses. What’s remarkable is that 
these facts are now far more widely-known 
than in previous generations, yet both men 
are probably as admired now as at any time 
since their deaths
Wyatt was a complicated character, and 
not entirely a hero. He was a lawman, 
though his ideas of law was interesting. 
He was an awful boxing ref, a decent 
gambler, but probably a good barman. 
Holliday was a good dentist according to 
most, and a colourful character, without 
question. Cold-blooded killer? Yeah, prob-
ably.
  Since Perschon finds Resnick’s por-
trayal of Doc Holliday to be the highlight of 



the novel, and you opine that his view of the 
consumptive gunfighter owes much to Val 
Kilmer in the movie Tombstone, one wonders 
what Resnick really invested in The Buntline 
Special. Clearly, we are not meant to expect 
too much of a story where William “Bat” Mas-
terson is transformed into a vampire, as plot 
points based on puns are seldom a good sign. 
Perhaps he is saving subtlety for the sequel.
Perhaps that’s the reason I enjoyed it so 
much more than most of Resnick’s stuff. 
It was hardly serious, and that’s a good 
thing as far as I’m concerned. 

were shocked when they were presently joined 
by the retreating Ike Clanton. It was Fly who 
eventually picked up a Henry rifle, and held 
it on the dying Billy Clanton while the cowboy 
was finally disarmed. It was also Fly who took 
the famous casket photos of Tom and Frank 
McLaury, and the only known photo of Billy 
Clanton. Fly’s photographs of Tombstone and 
its residents, the Chiracahua Apache, and 
the incredible Arizona landscape are all now 
highly prized. Fly was a sufficiently intrepid 
figure that he accompanied General George 
Crook’s attempts to parlay with the renegade 

 If the novel 
seems anticlimactic 
after the notorious 
Gunfight at the OK 
Corral, that’s just 
odd. None of the 
antagonists at that 
event had any real 
expectation of kill-
ing each other be-
fore their encounter 
in the 1880 equiva-
lent of a parking lot, 
while Earp’s vendetta 
to avenge the death 
of his brother Mor-
gan was undertaken 
with full murderous 
deliberation and im-
placable energy. The 

political dimension – party politics between 
haves and have-nots, with each electing their 
own law officers with poorly-defined jurisdic-
tions and responsibilities – is what makes it 
a truly American story. These events are so 
well-known and beguiling that it would be a 
superhuman act for a writer to alter them sig-
nificantly, and far more than I’m willing to 
ask of Mike Resnick.
  For what it’s worth, I think the most ad-
mirable figure in Tombstone at the time we’re 
talking about was Camillus Sydney “Buck” 
Fly, the proprietor of Fly’s Photographic Stu-
dio, adjacent to the OK Corral. Sheriff John 
Behan took cover in Fly’s boarding house 
while the gunfight raged, and Fly and Behan 

Geronimo in 1886. 
On that campaign, 
Fly fell in love with 
the temperate alti-
tudes of the Chira-
cahua Range, and 
would be a rancher 
there for the last 10 
years of his life.
Fly was a good 
guy, and there’s a 
lot of thought that 
he was a more ma-
jor force behind 
the scenes than 
anyone gives him 
credit for in Tomb-
stone. There are 
several hundred 
of his photos out 

there, though the ones that folks seem 
to remember are those Clanton/McLaury 
photos.
  Fly’s wife Mary was also a photographer, 
and she ran the studio when Camillus was on 
his field expeditions. They became estrange 
as his alcoholism became more problematic, 
but it did not prevent him from being elected 
Sheriff of Cochise County n 1895. While Fly 
retired to a life in the back country, she main-
tained his catalog, and published a volume of 
his photographs of Geronimo and his people 
in 1905. By then, Fly had been dead for 4 
years. He was only 52 when he died in Bisbee 
in October of 1901. Mary continued to work 
until 1912, when the boarding house burned 

Art from the Inimitable Delphyne!



down, and she decided to follow Wyatt Earp 
into retirement in Los Angeles. Happily, she 
donated her and her husband’s negatives to 
the Smithsonian, where they are the back-
bone of the photographic record of the south-
west in the late 19th Century. What sort of 
chance does the average steampunk fantasy 
have when put up against real events like 
that?
  Anyway, Exhibition Hall #19 obviously 
inspired some thought. I really liked the cover 
“photo” as well. Thank for committing it all  to 
pixels.
 
Best Regards,
Andy Hooper
Glad to have heard from ya! 

And now, Mr. Lloyd Pnney!
 Cheers to you all for another issue of 
Exhibition Hall. Issue 19 looks a little small, 
but it’s the quality, not the quantity. Some 
commentary will run right after this very 
paragraph.
 
 My greetings to Mike Perschon! I wish 
there were more opportunities to meet. Also, 
greetings to Kevin Steil. Coming up in Toron-
to steampunk fandom this spring, Yvonne 
and I are hosting an afternoon tea, not at The 
Old Mill as we first thought, but at a great 
little tea shop elsewhere in Etobicoke at the 
end of April, and on June 23, Adam Smith 
is staging Steam on Queen, in front of His-
toric Campbell House right downtown. It’s a 
steampunk street fair, and should attract a 
lot of people. Looks like we’re going to take a 
vendor’s space, and see what we can sell to 
the masses.
II wish I could make it out Toronto way 
more often (and imagine the fun that 
could be had if all Our Canadian Cousins 
were in one place!) but I will have to be 
satisfied by the trip we’re making out for 
SFContario!
  My letter...Hugo for the Hugo! I have yet 
to nominate for the FAAns, the Auroras and 
the Hugos, we’d better get with it this week-
end! I have found the free download of the 
newest issue of Steampunk Magazine, and its 
new editor is its first editor, Margaret Killjoy. 
It’s in my Fanzines To Loc folder, and shall be 
tackled and locced soon.
Hugo did very well in the Oscars, at least 
in number of wins if not the prime catego-
ries. I’m glad to hear that Magpie’s back 
at Steampunk Mag! Here Choose Your Own 
Adventure novel is a lot of fun too!
 The Globe and Mail has an annual 
book sale, and at sales like this, I can rely on 
snapping up any SF&F or steampunk books 
that may be available on the sales tables. I 
was able to pick up for extra cheap copies 
of Mark Hodder’s Burton and Swinburne in: 
The Curious Case of the Clockwork Man, and 
The Society of Steam Book One: The Falling 
Machine by Andrew P. Mayer. Both books are 
by Pyr Books, and I guess the Globe and Mail 



is on their mailing list. Both books are on my 
To Be Read list, coming up soon.
I still need to read the first two book, but I 
really enjoyed the Third. I think that may 
be the perfect sign for an extended series: 
if you can walk in in the middle and have 
no problems. 
  Chris, you and Mike may remember 
that I reviewed The Buntline Special by Mike 
Resnick for a past issue of The Dominion Dis-
patch, edited by Adam Smith, and my review 
was reprinted in a past issue of Joseph Ma-
jor’s Alexiad. I think my review largely agreed 
with Mike’s review; it’s not the greatest book, 
but it does explore some interesting ideas. 
The steampunk is in the background, espe-
cially with the collective genius of Tom Edi-
son and Ned Buntline adding a super-hard 
brass plating to everything. I found the book 
a little slow, with perhaps too much dialogue 
and not enough action, but I think this is 
more the fact that this is Mike Resnick’s first 
attempt at weird western steampunk fiction.
I can swear that he wrote some short Weird 

but I have an advance copy of the book, and 
I am reading it and reviewing it for another 
issue of The Dominion Dispatch. Chris, you 
liked the Resnick book a lot, so you will love 
this second book.
I’m excited to get a look at it. It’s an inter-
esting cross-over of two of the most color-
ful of all Western Legends.
  I can make a special announcement...
looks like I finally have some work. A down-
town agency has found for me some copyedit-
ing/proofreading work with an advertising 
agency in neighbouring Mississauga, and it 
should last three months, maybe more. The 
pay is great, and I will keep the Globe and 
Mail work, so I might even have some money 
in the bank after a while. Fingers crossed, 
wish me luck.
  To all you go this letter of comment, 
plus my thanks for another intriguing issue. 
I am greedy enough to want another one, and 
I shall wait impatiently for it. See you then.
  Yours, Lloyd Penney.

West stuff in the 1980s (maybe 
even the 70s!), but it was certain-
ly his first Weird West novel. One 
of the things I really enjoyed was 
the fact that he gave it so much 
dialogue, which allowed him to 
play with the specific voices of 
the time.
  There is now a sequel to this 
book, also by Resnick, entitled The 
Doctor and The Kid. It takes place a 
couple of years after the first book, 
and the consumptive Doc Holliday 
is attempting to find a home to live 
out his last days, and he plans to 
finance that retirement by doing 
some bounty hunting and bring 
in dead or alive one William Bon-
ney, better known as Billy the Kid. 
Of course, nothing is as easy as it 
looks, as superscience has to deal 
head-on with pure native Indian 
magic. There’s more action here, 
given that the characters and set-
ting are established via the first 
book. I won’t spoil anything further, 



 In a move, which may surprise some, 
Robert Rankin has decided to self-publish 
his back list, as ebooks, even though they are 
still in print. I decided to ask him about this 
unusual move. 
 ‘I am self-publishing in ebook form my 
entire Transworld back catalogue. The Anti-
pope came out  on Tuesday on Amazon for 
the Kindle and that the other 22 will be fol-
lowing one at a time over the coming weeks’ 
explained Rankin. 
 Obviously, he must still retain the 
rights, and I wondered about this, and how 
he managed that.
 Rankin continued ‘ The rights were al-
ways mine although I didn’t know that un-
til Transworld (who published the physical 
books) asked me to sign them over so they 
could publish the ebooks. I would probably 
have gone along with that, but I learned then 
that they only intended to cherry-pick the 
most popular titles.’
 ‘Then Jo Fletcher, my editor with 
Gollancz, my present publisher, expressed 
an interest., She wanted to publish all of the 
Transworld backlist as ebooks. However, I 
then learned that a “gentleman’s agreement” 
exists between publishers, that they will,not 
publish each other’s backlists in ebook form. 
I’ll bet not many authors know that!’
 ‘And so it dragged on into three years, 
until I was at my wit’s end and my computer-
literate sons were telling me that self-pub-
lishing  was best solution.’
 an interesting way to come to the deci-
sion I thought, and I hadn’t been aware of 
this gentleman’s agreement, and I asked him 
about his plans; 

 ‘My plans are to issue them one a week 
over the next twenty-two weeks. I am doing 
new cover art for each one and scrupulous-
ly re-editing where needed. These versions 
should be the best yet and the joy is that 
while the physical books of the Transworld 

Robert Rankin self publishes E-books 
with new edit and covers

by James Bacon



backlist may go out of print, these will last 
until the end of the world. Which is around 
Christmas, I believe. Or longer if the Mayans 
got it wrong.’
 I see you are going with Amazon, do 
you reckon this is the best platform for you, I 
asked?
 ‘I am going down the Amazon/Kindle 
route because this is the biggest market place 
and the format covers the most computer 
contraptions. Bear in mind that I am a Lud-
dite, I know not much of which I speak. Hap-
pily, however, my marvelous son Rob does.’
 The Antipope, that’s the first one, print-
ed some thirty one years ago and Rankin, 
himself describes it on the kindle page. This 
book, actually all of Rankins books have been 
in continuous print, and you have published 
some 33 books, which is not bad in the era 
of 3 book contracts and good bye, so I asked 
Robert if he saw ebooks as the future?

 ‘Well, this format will be here forever 
and can be sold in parts of the world where 
the physical books never really sold, America, 
Canada, New Zealand etc, it opens up a whole 
new world of readers. It is all very exciting. 
Ebooks will definitely be the future, but they 
will change the face of publishing complete-
ly. Remember that with ebooks and author 
does not need a publisher, he or she can pub-
lish within hours of finishing the work, or at 
whatever time of year suits them. It is an in-
credibly liberating medium. The share of the 
profits is not without its enticements also.’
Of course, that may be so, but as a good sell-
ing authour with Gollancz, and returning to 
print, I asked about his next book;
 ‘Ah, the new book. THE EDUCAT-
ED APE AND OTHER WONDERS OF THE 
WORLDS. the third in what will be a four 
part Meta-Victorian steampunk series (I am 
presently writing the final episode). It follows 
the further adventures of Darwin the monkey 
butler and Cameron Bell, a character based 
upon my best friend Jim Campbell who sad-
ly passed on the year before last. Mr Bell is 
the Victorian world’s greatest and most dan-
gerous detective. It is all brains and blasting 
powder with Mr Cameron Bell. They are pit-

ted against the most evil being that has ever 
lived.
The year is 1899 and the world is coming to 
an end.
I am often accused, most cruelly, that I do 
not have sufficient women in my books. This 
book brims with them. The blackest of vil-
lains and a Victorian super- heroine by the 
name of Lady Raygun, who also features in 
EMPIRES, my first full length comic book, 
which will be launched in hardback limited 
edition form at London Film and Comic Con 
in July. Around the time I will also be releas-
ing in ebook form an illustrated book based 
on the comic. It promises to be a full year.
 And that’s not all.....’
  http://www.amazon.co.uk/Antipope-
Brentford-Trilogy-ebook/dp/B007



A Look at The Parasol  
Protectorate

by Christopher J Garcia
 When the first novel in Gail’s Parasol 
Protectorate series came out back in 2009, I 
was all over it. Soulless, an exceptional novel 
of exceptional awesomeness, was one of the 
best novels I read in all of 2009 and was the 
highlight of the year. I had it on my slate of 
Hugo nominations, but it didn’t make it. It 
was one of those amazing novels that seemed 
to be lighting the way to the future of Steam-
punk. 
 And then came Changeless. Not quite 
as amazing as Soulless, but still extra good. It 
wasn’t until I re-read it months later that I re-
alized the reason I was not as impressed with 
it as with Soulless – it was a re-boot. Soul-
less was supposed to be a stand-alone (and 
Gail has said that’s how it started out), and 
Changeless was what was required to turn 
it into a series. I’m not a series guy, usually, 
but it wasn’t a bad start. 
 The third in the series, Blameless, was 
a bunch of fun. It was a big return to the form 
of the first book, and had a smarter style. 
Blameless seemed to be where the series con-
cept got full form. It was Alexia at her best 
and all sorts of fun. 
 There were mechanical porcupines in 

Heartless. It also has my favorite cover of all 
the series! This is the book that propels us 
towards the finale and it does so in a way 
that is purely joyous. It’s the kind of novel 
that feels so fun as it’s going that you don’t 
realize that there’s so much more under the 
surface. It was a fun novel, and it seemed 
to point to an end coming too soon. Heart-
less was so strong, so smart, so great that it 
seemed completely unfair that there was only 
one more novel.
 Which brings us to Timeless. 
 Going in, I was excited for several rea-
sons. The first was Egypt. The cover, another 
lovely one featuring model Donna Ricci (who 
is nothing like I envision Alexia Tarabotti), 
featured the Sphynx and Alexia in a lovely 
travel outfit with a pith helmet and lots of 
sandy browns. It’s a great cover, second only 
to Heartless and a fine intro to a fine novel. 
 Plus, there’s a lot of Ivy. 
 This is a novel which feels neither like 
an ending, nor an opening. It’s a story that is 
obviously continuing, a story where the meat 
has been told, but there is so much more to 
the world that you want to dive into. The sto-
ry is pretty complex for a ‘simple steampunk 



romance’ (as I read a couple of different blogs 
refer to the series as), as Alexia’s stable has 
to get themselves to Egypt to deal with an in-
vitation of the Oldest Un-Living Vampress. Of 
course, Alexia comes up with a way to bring 
Ivy and Mr. Tunstell along for the fun, as they 
present a play for the good people of Egypt. 
It’s a nice set-up for a novel, no?
 The funny thing is I thought that this 
novel didn’t really get underway until almost 
halfway through, and while that may sound 
a bit harsh, it’s actually a testament to the 
power of Gail’s impressive ability to manipu-
late the prose of a moment. There’s a section 
of the group on a boat sailing to Alexandria 
that I wouldn’t have stood for from any other 
author, but made it not only readable, but 
downright awesome to read. I wonder if we 
can give her a pass at Dune to see if she could 
make Paul and Jessica’s trip through the wil-
derness entertaining...
 Anyhow, the entire story based around 
two characters – Alexia’s father, the late Ale-
sandro, and her daughter, the metanatural 
Prudence. The reason for the trip to Egypt is 
the call from the oldest of all vampires, and 
we quickly discover that it’s because they 
wanna get a look at Prudence. They also re-
alize that the God-Breaking Plague in Egypt 
has something to do with her father. As the 
story unfolds, it becomes more and more ob-
vious that these the reasons for the entire se-
ries. Soulless, a near-masterpiece, has noth-
ing on the overall story which Gail has crafted 
and she manages to bring it to a point of clo-
sure, though at the same time she leaves a 
fair open, and two things WIDE OPEN, and 
that means that there is, potentially, room 
for more books in the series. We know now 
that Gail’s doing two more YA series that are 
related to the series but only feature some of 
the characters (and NOT ALEXIA!!!!!), so the 
world still turns as it were, but really, what I 
want more than anything is an ending to the 
story. 
 But there are so many nice touches to 
the rest of the story that are just so perfect. A 
relationship that I did not see coming that was 
both sweet and sexy, and effecting the entire 
series. There was a great look at the politics 

of Packs, and of course, Vampires. The way 
the various characters reach the conclusion 
of this story is very strong, but there are so 
things I wish had been finalized. And there 
was the lovely explanation of Alexia’s father 
and his role in the world of The Parasol Pro-
tectorate. I had been hoping for something 
like that, but while the lid of that storyline 
was placed on the hat box that was to contain 
for the rest of time, it was certainly not tied 
down tight
 Maybe it’s me; always wanting clo-
sure. 
 Gail also made one choice that I thought 
was going to be incredibly ballsy, but then it 
turned out not to be so. It was a feint that 
I should have understood going into it, but 
when she made the move, I was so impressed. 
It’s perhaps an artifact of it being a romance 
novel and not science fiction/fantasy/other. 
That was a slight disappointment, but forgiv-
able because of the romance angle. 
 What may be just me, I really feel like 
Timeless is the most Verne of all of Gail’s nov-
els. Reading it, I felt that it was an adventure 
like Verne’s classic novels 20,000 Leagues 
Under the Sea or Around The World in 80 
Days. The travel is important, and well han-
dled, and the technologies that Gail presents 
are simplish, but they have a feeling of one 
of the pieces that Mr. Verne would trot out 
in the middle of one of his tales. More impor-
tant, Alexia feels almost as if she were written 
by Verne. This might be my favorite of all the 
Alexias in the novels. 
  Ultimately, I really loved reading Time-
less. This is the one series I wish could go 
on forever, or if not that long, at least let me 
know EVERYTHING! 



 The tribute to Gail Carriger continues! Thanks 
to the lovely J.M. Frey, she of the TARDIS Steampunk 
dress and author of the excellent SF novel Triptych, we 
have another post in the Tribute. This comes as the re-
sult of light-hearted banter via Twitter messaging. All 
twenty-one of these are J.M.’s - my only contribution 
was placing them in twenty-one entries to match the 
century.  SPOILERS ABOUND! So if you haven’t read 
Timeless, you may wish to wait on checking these out. 
Please feel free to add more in the comments.

1 - The God breaker plague was ended by urban sprawl.  
Conall and Alexia have passed on, of course. Prudence 
lived quite long, because of her ability to steal immor-
tality, and buried her grandkids. Once a year, the PP 
gets together somwhere between Akeldama’s and Ivy’s 
and eats Treacle tart in honour of Alexia.

2 - Lyall and Biffy are happily back in charge of the 
London Pack. Lyall represents Biffy in the House of 
Lords, b/c Biffy wants no part of the boredom of poli-
tics. He’s besties with Wills & Kate. Biffy despises 
denim and longs for a good old cravat.    Lyall is afraid 
Betas CAN go mad, and that the 21st C might drive him 
so. Lyall writes books under a pseudonym, all about 
supernatural biology and hierarchies. 

3 - Ivy is a great patron of the theatre, and her decendants 
own most of the East End. She designs all the hats for 
Royal Ascot. Ivy desperately misses her husband.  The 
Tunstell’s descendants include Andrew Lloyd Webber, 
and Elton John.

4 - The Parasol Protectorate has been folded into the 
MI, and is MI9 (9 looks like a P). Always led by a Prete 
or Meta-natural Maccon.

5 - Madame LeFoux became a ghost, not pleased about 
it, but perfected her preservation system.

 She’s the Q to MI9. 

6 - Major Channing died in charging the gattling guns 
in WWI, too much of a proud tosser to call a retreat. 
Most of the pack went with him.

7 - Countess Nadasy owns most of the London metro 
system--she’s the reason there’s a tube.

8 - Benedict Cumberbatch thought about being a 
Claviger, but decided that he’d go to LAMBDA instead 
of Royal.

9 - The London Pack is, of course, the patron house of 
the BBC. The Doctor never had a Werewolf compan-
ion, though, because leaving territory behind would be 
too traumatic for a wolf.

From The Steampunk Scholar Blog: 
21 Prognostications for the Parasol 

Protectorate in the 21st century
By J.M. Frey (with Mike Perschon)



10 - Biffy is bittersweet about Steampunk, but he loves 
it because Lyall has a chance to get his Glassicals out 
and wear that waistcoat. KINKY. But, would there be 
steampunk in a world where there had been zepplins 
and aethergraphs? More like there’d be a lot of cyber-
punk. Oh, and the best selling YA book would be set in 
a world where there are NO SUPERNATURALS AT 
ALL. Weeeeeeird.  Talk about a dystopia.

11 - Twilight is just a boring teen lit book about a drone/
claviger who can’t decide who she’d rather get the bite 
from. OR, it’s a YA distopian where there are no super-
naturals & the thrill comes from Bella trying to get used 
to the idea that her suitor will get OLD.

12 - I suppose Hollywood would be run by Were-
wolves... but the studio execs would be Vampires. Mr. 
Mayer hasn’t left MGM just yet.

19 - And Floote’s Bedouins still roam the Luxor valley 
- there is a high price for pieces of a dead preternatural 
in the black market.

20 - Of course, Pretanatural Poachers are illegal, must 
grave rob,and kidnapping Preternaturals is a capitol of-
fence. Most Pretas are cremated.

21 - Akeldama would be a leading figure in the Fashion 
pages-but not working in it. That’s a trade, my darling 
pergoi. Perez Hilton is his drone. Akeldama is totally 
not enamoured of Black and the Daily Sun. So... gauche. 
So obvious. The Paparazzi does not impress Akeldama.  
Akeldama is the biggest fan of slash fanfic EVAR.

 

You can read more great stuff at http://steampunk-
scholar.blogspot.com

13 - Lady Kingair is just the same, 
and the Kingair pack operates a tour-
ist castle / B&B where people can 
see the legendary home of the Mac-
cons.

14 - And of course, the truth about 
Pretenaturals came out around 
WWII, when they were recruited 
specifically as curse-breakers.

15 - Old documents about Alexia 
and Conall Maccon surfaced. Histo-
rian and archaeologist Gail Carriger 
was selected to write a 5 volume bi-
ography.

16 - Luckily most of their contem-
poraries still lived, so Carriger was 
able into interview Lord Akeldama, 
Queen Ivy, Lord Biffy and Prof. Ly-
all (Good to have primary resourc-
es).

17 - OH. I forgot - the Maccon town-
house in London was annexed by 
Akeldama’s historical preservation 
fund and is a full-moon ball venue 
now.

18 - The London Pack owns a mod-
ern condo development and every-
one lives there - dungeons are below 
the carkpark, high security at the 
door. Alexia by Mike Perschon



Review: Cuttlefish 
by Dave Freer

 I often wonder what would happen if 
two of my favorite authors teamed up to do a 
novel. What if Gail Carrier and China Mieville 
got together for a novel of manners starring a 
non-humanoid slime monster demi-God? Or 
Michael Moorcock and K.W. Jeter paired up 
for a rolicing Jerry Cornelias in Blade Runner 
concept. Once in a while, you find an author 
who can make you feel that they were raised 
that way. In the case of Dave Freer, it’s what 
would happen if Cherie Priest and James 
Blaylock had teamed up to write a great ad-
venture novel in Stephen Baxter’s Drowned 
World!
 The Cuttlefish is a submarine. It lives 
in London. There’s been a great flood, caused 
by the coal particulates released by the thou-
sands of coal-burning stations employed by 
a long-continuing British Empire that have 
caused the melting of the polar ice caps. It 
is 1979 and the city of London, and almost 
every other low-laying town, is largely sub-
merged. Entire generations have grown up 
in the former subway tunnels under London, 
and one of them, a young  Mr. Tim Barnabas, 
has made his way into a position on the Cut-
tlefish, an underwater version of The Mille-
nium Falcon, it would seem. Submarines are 
illegal, but they provide valuable services to 
smugglers and the like. A young lady named 
Clara Calland is taken out of school by her 
scientist mother. Her father was big in the 
Irish Struggle and is currently in jail. Mother 
and daughter escape, pursued by the forces 
of the British Navy and end up on the Cuttle-
fish. They have to make it to America poste-
haste. 
 The story is a fast one, I believe it’s 
being marketed as YA, but it’s solid. There 
are wonderfully tense moments, followed by 
flashfloods of time sailing-by until the next 
bomb drops. This produces a sort of sea-

sickness at times, having been rocked, then 
lulled over and over, and by the end, it does 
give a somewhat flat feeling to the finish. The 
way Freer describe his settings, especially the 
ports the Cuttlefish lands in, is pretty spec-
tacular. The relationship between Clara and 
Tim is both adorable and almost sickeningly 
sweet, but at the same time, powerful. I am 
of the opinion that this will likely becoe some-
thing of a series, and that’s not a bad thing, 
though it may have influenced what I felt was 
a bit of a pat ending. Still, the settings and 
adventurous prose makes it good reading.


